
July's best new casinos selected
Every month, New Casinos run a recurring competition called best new casinos of the month. The competition have been hard
as usual, but here are the results. 

During July, several new casinos were launched. The judges found it harder than usual to decide the winner of July's best new casinos. In
order to simplify the competition and select a deserved winner, two seperate prices will be awarded. One for the best new mobile casino and
one for the best new desktop casino. 

"Casumo has surprised the jury with their seemless new mobile casino experience, loading faster than any competitor and with incredible user
friendly web design". 

Casumo has been working almost a year to create what has become an outstanding new mobile casino, compatible with all devices. The
unique innovation that Casumo done is to make everything loading so much quicker than any competitor. Our jury tested the game Starburst
at Casumo on a iPhone 6 Plus and were delighted with the high resolution used all over the screen. "The new version is really an
enhancement for all existing Casumo users and will likely lead to many new customers signing up for the leading mobile casino", says Markus
Jalmerot, founder of New Casinos. 

Among the new desktop casinos one Australian company stood out a bit more than others. 

"Gday Casino offers the full experience and allows any new user try it out with 50 (!) free spins without deposit. After the first deposit over
£100, all players get a slab of Stella beer free of charge, a truely unique offer", says Markus Jalmerot. 

Gday Casino has invested heavily in their live games, casino players can enjoy classics like Roulette, Blackjack, Baccarat, Lottery and Keno,
with real dealers. This is a really fun way to play and it is a bit of a change from just playing at a slot machine. For all bonus hunters that
thought it is all over, there are still more to come. Mondays offering Blues Buster with 25 % reload bonus up to 50 £/€/$ every week, while
Tuesdays gives away Mystery Bonus on any casino game.  Wednesday offers 3 generous reload bonuses and tremendous Thursday is the
day to grab loyalty points on selected slot games. Thursdays also give all Gday Casino players double loyalty points on that particular day.
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This is New Casinos
New Casinos Limited is an international group of companies specialised in reviews of the latest online casinos. All new casinos are analysed,
where the company point out strenghts and weaknesses of the newest participiants. Follow the lastest news and discover all from new mobile
casinos to land-based casinos.


